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1. Introduction

The emergence of new Internet-based applications --- Distributed Interactive Applications (DIAs) such as IPTV, Teleconferencing and NetGames generally require multicast capability for a successful operation, and the need for efficient support of one- to many and many – to –many applications. Moreover, DIAs allow a group of users connected via a computer network to communicate and collaborate in order to manipulate and accomplish a common task [1]. DIAs embedded priority is a special set of DIAs, because the sender node forwards data to receivers due to their respective priorities. In recent years, many Application Level Multicast protocols have been proposed [2]. Among them, ALMI [3] and Yoid [4] have been designed for multi-source application while Narada [5] and NICE [6] are for single source application. However, most of them cannot be of significant use to these DIAs, whose receivers have chances of getting the packets with different priorities. Priority-based directed minimum spanning tree (PST) [7] is the original application-level multicast protocol for these DIAs. A typical example is the network multi-player games. Nevertheless, when the scale increases, due to lack of efficient priority selection mechanism, PST will consume undesired amount of resource enough to make a system unstable and unscaleable.

2. Predict-and-quantize priority with MST(PQPST)

PQPST algorithm is based on the traditional PST algorithm. To enhance the performance of the existing PST applied in DIAs, the main work is that PQPST must get the priority that can make new distribution tree before implementing the application protocol. Hence, PQPST considers priority prediction and priority quantization to construct the multicast distribution tree.

In fact, not every priority changing from 0 to 1 can rebuild the significant distribution tree. In many cases, after rebuilding the distribution tree, because of priority changed, I find the new distribution tree is the same or little different from the previous one, and in some exceptional case lower priority can build more direct path. So, it is not worth to rebuild the distribution tree whenever application-level priorities change.

PST algorithm lacks efficient priority selection mechanism that can predict the efficient priority to be worth rebuilding the multicast distribution tree. It is, in addition, very costly to recalculate the distribution tree whenever application-level priorities change, especially when the size increases.

Our PQPST algorithm proposes an efficient priority selection mechanism as described in this section. Obviously,
when receiver’s priority changes, the receiver node will change to different paths whose delay must contain the delay of k-shortest paths for the relative receiver. Therefore, we can use the respective delay of k shortest paths and apply Formula (1) to predict the priorities of the receivers for relative k shortest paths.

According to the PST, if receiver \( j \) in the long path wants to move to shorter path, it needs to increase the priority enough to make \( w'(e_{ij}) > w'(e_{kj}) \), where \( w'(e_{ij}) \) is the modified cost of the direct edge between receiver node \( j \) and the upper node \( k \) in the shorter path. That means the predicted priority is the minimum \( p(j) \) that satisfies the Formula (1) below, so according to Formula (2) I can predict the priority.

\[
w(e_{ij}) + p(j)w(e_{sj}) > w(e_{kj}) + p(j)w(e_{sk})
\]

\[
p(j) = \frac{w(e_{sk}) - w(e_{sj})}{w(e_{ij}) - w(e_{kj})}
\]

3. Simulation and results analysis

To simulate the proposed algorithm, we have implemented a simple game simulator – Billiards based event to evaluate the performance of our PQPST algorithm compared to PST algorithm. The red ball is the shooting ball and it does not join the multicast session, and the white balls represent the source node and receiver nodes. In order to simplify the simulation, we adopt the single source model.

According to the position of relative receiver in the playing area, we calculate the relative priority for every receiver after each event happened in the playing area.

The priority \( p \) is calculated depending on their distance \( d(s, j) \) to the source node: \( p(j) = d(s, j)/R \), where \( R \) is the maximum distance between source node and receiver in application. Furthermore, we use respective receiver’s quantized priority groups to divide the circularity area into some concentric circles whose radiuses are the products of each efficient priority by \( R \). Therefore, the player moving from one doughnut area to other doughnut area is equivalent to the priority changing from one group to other group. Obviously, it will greatly simplify the simulation.

The metrics of evaluating the performance of the proposed PQPST and the existing PST are described as follows:

1. Number of distribution tree (NDT): NDT represents the total number of distribution trees which were built during the whole simulation.
2. Number of new distribution tree (NNDT): NNDT represents the total number of distribution trees which have different delay and were built adjacently during the whole simulation.
3. New distribution tree reconstruction rate (NDTR): NDTR represents the quotient of NNDT by NDT.

From Fig.1, We can find that the NDT of PQPST is less than 50% of the PST’s NDT in each system, especially, when the system size is small. This means PQPST decreases the large number of rebuilding distribution tree. Obviously, PQPST can efficiently decrease the cost required for reconstructing extra distribution trees. In fact, PQPST delete all the rebuilding distribution trees that are led by exceptional priority and non-efficient priority (cannot make new distribution tree).
According to Fig. 3, Most NDTR of the PQPST are almost reach 100%. Because PQPST algorithm can predict almost priority that can construct the new distribution trees (NDT), and reconstructs distribution trees only when the application priority match the predicted priority.

However, the PST’s in most system are less than 60%. Obviously, PQPST provides more efficient algorithm for reconstructing the distribution tree. Namely, Compared to PST, PQPST consumes much less system resource to build the distribution tree and finally keep the system more stable and scalable.

(Picture 4) Comparison of NDTR for each Dp

Fig. 4 shows comparison of NDTR among PDHA, PST and PQPST. PQPST has the highest NDTR, and PDHA with three Dps (0.06, 0.13 and 0.2) all have higher NDTR than PST’s. Even though PDHA can make the entire efficient distribution trees, it has the lowest of new tree construction rate, and meanwhile, Even though PQSPST can’t make the entire efficient distribution trees, it has the highest of new distribution tree construction rate. It can prevent the exceptional priority and non-efficient priority from building the non-efficient tree that can make system unstable and unscalable. Otherwise, The NDTR of PDHA falls between PST’s and PQPST’s. Hence, PDHA is able to balance the NDTR and NNADT within the priority discrepancy interval. The same meaning is that PDHA can balance the PST and PQPST.

Consequently, my proposed PQPST and PDHM are all able to improve the performance of the PST algorithm in different aspect. To be worth mention these two methods have their own characteristics, and they can be adopted for different systems by respective requirements.

4. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, First, we proposed a novel algorithm named PQPST for Distribution Interactive Applications (DIAs). It uses both quantized priority and delay to construct multicast distribution trees. Second, we propose Priority Discrepancy Heuristic Mechanism (PDHM), which sets different thresholds of priority within the priority discrepancy interval to control the distribution tree construction. Even though the existing PST algorithm is the original protocol that uses priority to build distribution trees for DIAs embedded the priority, it lacks efficient priority selection mechanism. PST algorithm can build all efficient distribution trees, but it has very low new distribution tree reconstruction rate. This shortcoming leads PST to have heavy cost in recalculating the distribution tree and it is prone to make systems unstable and unscalable.

According to the simulation results presented, our proposed PQPST algorithm has the good ability of efficient priority prediction and can control distribution tree reconstruction efficiently. Moreover, PQPST has the best new distribution tree reconstruction rate. Hence, PQPST can solve this problem well, and at last keep system scalable and stable. However, PQPST cannot predict all the efficient priority. Yet, the PDHM can well balance the PST and PQPST within the priority discrepancy interval. Consequently, my proposed PQPST and PDHM are all able to improve the performance of the PST algorithm. Moreover, these two methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. They can be adopted for different systems by respective requirements.

In future, we first plan to improve the k-Shortest path algorithm to predict more efficient priority. Second, we want to adopt new heuristic approach to rank the priority efficiency. Third, we intend to improve the simulation by considering source-share model and by using more preference metrics, and consider other network properties (e.g. bandwidth, load balance etc.) to construct the distribution tree and improve the system performance. At last, we try to adopt fire-new algorithm to replace the PST algorithm and my proposed algorithm in this paper, because these
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